EDUCATIONAL VISIT

Montreal City Museum
INFORMATION

Once Upon a Time:
Transportation in
Montreal

Length
90 minutes
Number of students
2 classes
Rate
$1,75 per student
Teacher's guide below

Meet Outoutagan, Roxane the whale,
Henri-Ucal, Jeannette and her dog Icicle.
Their stories illustrates how transportation
has evolved throughout the city's history.
A visit for students in the first cycle of elementary school

Centre d’histoire de Montréal
335, place D’Youville
Vieux-Montréal
514 872-3207
ville.montreal.qc.ca/chm

© Centre d'histoire de Montréal

Once Upon a Time:
Transportation in Montreal
Teachers’ Guide

The Centre d'histoire de Montréal is happy to welcome you and your
group to the educational visit entitled Once Upon a Time:
Transportation in Montreal, especially designed for groups in the first
cycle of elementary school.
The students meet Outoutagan, Roxane the whale, Henri-Ucal,
Jeannette and her dog Icicle. Following their adventures, children
learn about the different means of transportation that were used in
Montreal at different times.
The children's curiosity is aroused by a huge picture-book illustrated
especially for them. Their guide uses this book in each exhibition
room to tell stories about children and means of transportation. There
also are games and drawings to do in their activity book. Their visit
to the museum will end with a very special tramway ride . . .

Pre-visit and Post-visit Activities
PRE-VISIT ACTIVITY
• My favourite means of transportation
Ask the students to draw up a list of the means of transportation
that exist today. You can ask them to divide the means of
transportation into categories, for instance, those used to go to
school, those used to visit friends who live in another city or those
used to go on vacation in another country. Each student then needs
to choose his favourite means of transportation and draw it.

Practical information
Length of the visit
1 hr 30
We ask that you arrive at the museum
on time; otherwise your stay could be
cut short.

What to bring
We ask that students bring a pencil to
fill in the worksheet that will be given
to them when they arrive.

How to pay
Payment may be made in cash or by
check. Please make out checks to the
order of the Ville de Montréal. The
Centre d’histoire can also send the bill
to your school for later payment.

Transportation
By metro: Take the orange line to the
Square-Victoria station. Take the SaintJacques street exit, then walk south
McGill street to Place D'Youville.

POST-VISIT ACTIVITY
• My favourite means of transportation and I
Each student must imagine, write and draw a story featuring
himself with his favourite means of transportation, in the same
style as the stories told at the Centre d'histoire de Montréal. The
story must have a very simple structure: a beginning, a middle part
and an end. The student writes two or three sentences for each
part of the tale. He then illustrates each of the three part of his
story.
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